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Made in 
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Helena Freestanding Tub
Available Exclusively at Coburn’s

HELENA ° 66" × 31" × 22.5"

See other side for the Quinn freestanding tub.

This charming tub is handcrafted using MTI’s proprietary mineral 
composite mixture, largely composed of natural minerals mined 
from Georgia’s earth mixed with resins. The glossy finished 
product is solid thru and thru, smooth, lavish and warm to the 
touch with high insulation properties to help keep bath water 
warmer longer.
Helena is available in white as a soaker or with MTI’s state-
of-the-art air bath system, designed to be not only the most 
therapeutic in the world, but also the most hygienic.

Helena is a graceful freestanding tub of transitional design, 
featuring a gently rolled lip, central drain and a discreet 
integrated overflow.
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Made in 
the USA

Quinn Freestanding Tub
Available Exclusively at Coburn’s

QUINN ° 64.75" × 35.75" × 22" This tub can also be specified with the extended deck on the 
front side, enabling the bather to sit and turn into the tub.

This elegant tub is available in Acrylic CXL™ or DoloMatte™, both 
American-made materials. Acrylic CXL is glossy cross-linked 
continuous cast acrylic, the finest in the world. DoloMatte is an 
MTI exclusive, innovative solid-surface with a velvety-soft touch 
and feel. Both are reinforced with a thick layer of fiberglass/
resin/titanium backing for added strength and increased 
insulation. The color of this material is consistent throughout its 
thickness, making its finish renewable for long-term durability 
and beauty. The non-porous surfaces are easy to clean and 
extremely scratch- and stain-resistant.
Quinn is available standard in white as a soaker or with MTI’s 
state-fof-the-art air bath system, designed to be not only the 
most therapeutic in the world, but also the most hygienic.

Quinn is a contemporary freestanding tub with very clean lines 
and concave sides. It features a flat, thin rim, center drain and 
an integrated deck on one side for mounting faucetry.

See other side for the Helena freestanding tub.


